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Software Revision
This guide is valid for Agilent OpenLAB CDS EZChrom Edition A.04.04 and ChemStation Edition C.01.04.

Microsoft ® is a U.S. registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

This product may be used as a component of an in vitro diagnostic system if the system is registered with the appropriate authorities and complies with the relevant regulations. Otherwise, it is intended only for general laboratory use.

Warranty
The material contained in this document is provided “as is,” and is subject to being changed, without notice, in future editions. Further, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Agilent disclaims all warranties, either express or implied, with regard to this manual and any information contained herein, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. Agilent shall not be liable for errors or for incidental or consequential damages in connection with the furnishing, use, or performance of this document or of any information contained herein. Should Agilent and the user have a separate written agreement with warranty terms covering the material in this document that conflict with these terms, the warranty terms in the separate agreement shall control.

Technology Licenses
The hardware and/or software described in this document are furnished under a license and may be used or copied only in accordance with the terms of such license.

Restricted Rights Legend
If software is for use in the performance of a U.S. Government prime contract or subcontract, Software is delivered and licensed as “Commercial computer software” as defined in DFAR 252.227-7014 (June 1995), or as a “commercial item” as defined in FAR 2.101(a) or as “Restricted computer software” as defined in FAR 52.227-19 (June 1987) or any equivalent agency regulation or contract clause. Use, duplication or disclosure of Software is subject to Agilent Technologies’ standard commercial license terms, and non-DOD Departments and Agencies of the U.S. Government will receive no greater than Restricted Rights as defined in FAR 52.227-19(c)(1)(2) (June 1987). U.S. Government users will receive no greater than Limited Rights as defined in FAR 52.227-14 (June 1987) or DFAR 252.227-7015 (b)(2) (November 1995), as applicable in any technical data.

Safety Notices

CAUTION

A CAUTION notice denotes a hazard. It calls attention to an operating procedure, practice, or the like that, if not correctly performed or adhered to, could result in damage to the product or loss of important data. Do not proceed beyond a CAUTION notice until the indicated conditions are fully understood and met.

WARNING

A WARNING notice denotes a hazard. It calls attention to an operating procedure, practice, or the like that, if not correctly performed or adhered to, could result in personal injury or death. Do not proceed beyond a WARNING notice until the indicated conditions are fully understood and met.
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Reusing EZChrom 3.X Data in OpenLAB CDS EZChrom with OpenLAB Data Store or OpenLAB ECM

This document describes a manual procedure for transferring EZChrom 3.X data from an EZChrom file system into OpenLAB CDS EZChrom Edition with either a Data Store or ECM backend.

This procedure supports the migration of EZChrom 3.3.2, 3.3.2 SP1, and 3.3.2 SP2 data to OpenLAB CDS EZChrom A.04.04 or higher.

Adding EZChrom 3.x data to OpenLAB Data Store or OpenLAB ECM

1. Define the storage location in Data Store or ECM.
2. Create a Project in OpenLAB CDS (OLCDS) EZChrom.
3. Create an instrument in OLCDS EZChrom. A Method, Result, Sample Prep, Sequence, and Template folder will be automatically created when the instrument is launched.
4. Manually upload files from the Method, Sequence, Data, Pretreatment folders in EZChrom 3.X Enterprise path to the corresponding Method, Sequence, Result, and Sample Prep directories in Data Store or ECM that were created in step 3.

Upload Method files from EZChrom 3.X to the Method folder, Sequence files from EZChrom 3.X to the Sequence folder, Data files from EZChrom 3.X to the Result folder, and Pretreatment files from EZChrom 3.X to the Sample Prep folder.

Upload any custom templates from Template folder in EZChrom 3.X Enterprise path to the corresponding Templates directory in Data Store or ECM created in step 3. You can upload directly from the Enterprise path. If you are using AFS, you must be logged into the client as the AFS user. Files from EZChrom 3.X should open in OpenLAB CDS EZChrom.
Methods

The following changes to method files may be needed depending on how your methods were created. Please open your methods in OpenLAB CDS and check them for the following:

- **Method > Advanced > Files** tab – Be sure the baseline file path is changed to the Data Store or ECM path.
- **Method > Advanced > Advanced Report** – Be sure the Report Template Name field is changed to the Data Store or ECM path.
- Change export paths as needed.

Sequences

The following changes to sequence files may be needed. Please open your sequences in OpenLAB CDS and check the following:

1. In OpenLAB CDS EZChrom open your sequence in Data Store or ECM and browse to **Sequence > Properties** and verify the filled in paths are changed to point to the Data Store or ECM path.

2. In the **Sequence Table**:
   - Browse to the run type column. If the run type column has options selected which point to report template paths, these paths will need to be changed to the Data Store or ECM Path.
   - Look at the Sample Prep column. If this field is used, the path for the Sample Prep file will need to be changed to the Data Store or ECM path. This does not need to change if you are using the default path.
   - Look at filename column. Change this to the Data Store or ECM path if necessary. This does not need to change if you are using the default path.
   - Look at the Method column. Check the Method path to see if it needs to be changed to the Data Store or ECM path. This does not need to change if you are using the default path.
Creating A Result Set with EZChrom 3.X Data in OpenLAB Data Store or OpenLAB ECM

Before completing this process you need to be aware of any sequence, method, sample prep, or report template modifications that were made since acquisition. Creating a Result Set with files that have changed will cause the wrong information to appear in the Result Set.

1. Open a sequence that was modified according to the procedures listed in the previous section.
2. Reprocess the sequence. After reprocessing a Result Set will show up in Data Store or ECM.

When the Result Set is created in Data Store, a folder in the result folder will be created containing individual files.

In ECM the Result Set will get zipped up in the Result folder.

The Result Set package options selected in your Project will determine what files are placed into the Result Set.
Known Issues

**Incident: 189754**

Issue: ASCII sequences were not tested for data reuse in this release.

Resolution: ASCII sequences will be tested for data reuse in a subsequent release.

**Incident: 190016**

Issue: If a method with a method report from EZChrom Elite 3.3.2, 3.3.2 SP1, or 3.3.2 SP2 is using a Filtered Method Report, the report does not show up when you open the method in OpenLAB CDS.

Resolution: The Filtered Method Report cannot be used in OpenLAB CDS because it does not exist.

**Incident: 190017**

Issue: If User Programs are selected in an EZChrom 3.3.2, 3.3.2 SP1, or 3.3.2 SP2 method, the selections will not be selected when the method is migrated to OpenLAB CDS EZChrom.

Resolution: You will need to select User Program options after migrating the method to OpenLAB CDS EZChrom.

**Incident: 190335**

Issue: If a method from EZChrom 3.3.2, 3.3.2 SP1, or 3.3.2 SP2 contains a method report using “Run Report” with Pk # selected, the instrument client will crash if you reprocess the sequence in OpenLAB CDS.

Resolution: Open the Method in OpenLAB CDS, remove Pk# from the ‘Run Report’ report, and add Peak Number to the ‘Run Report’ before reprocessing.
**Incident: 190336 & 190816**

Issue: If you are using both a sample prep file from EZChrom Elite 3.3.2, 3.3.2 SP1, or 3.3.2 SP2 and a method from EZChrom Elite 3.3.2, 3.3.2 SP1, or 3.3.2 SP2 that has export parameters selected, the instrument client can crash or the system can become disconnected from the instrument if you do an acquisition or reprocess a sequence.

Resolution: Either remove sample prep from your sequence and keep the export parameters in your method or keep the export parameters in your method and remove sample prep from your sequence.

**Incident: 190340**

Issue: Audit Trail entries before migrating a method to OpenLAB CDS EZChrom from EZChrom Elite do not show up in the Method Audit Trail.

Resolution: You will need to open the Audit Trail log after migrating the method to OpenLAB CDS EZChrom by going to Method Properties and clicking on the Audit Trail Log tab.